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Introduction
IT teams today find themselves in a post-breach world where the edge is both an
opportunity and a threat. Networking teams are faced with requirements to quickly
stand up new sites in diverse locations, provision bandwidth at those sites costeffectively, and ensure that the network is more reliable than before. At the same
time, new threats, innovative malware, intelligent phishing attacks, and disparate
insecure IoT devices put pressure on security teams to ensure improved visibility,
compliance, and protection at the edge. The software-defined wide area network
(SD-WAN) is a new solution platform that promises to solve all these problems, but
the key to success is picking the right SD-WAN solution.
We, at Hillstone Networks, can help you with that.
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What is SD-WAN?
In essence, SD-WAN is the next-generation WAN edge

to deploy and centrally managed. And finally, an SD-WAN

solution for enterprises. Fundamental to an SD-WAN

platform usually provides a host of layer 3 networking

solution is the ability to route traffic over multiple

features like routing and layer 4-7 features including

wide-area links, including multiple broadband Internet

firewalling and advanced security.

connections, private MPLS, and even mobile data (3G/4G/
LTE). Additionally, an SD-WAN solution needs to be easy

Why SD-WAN?
Unsurprisingly, because SD-WAN can replace a collection

Further, SD-WAN lowers operational expenses through

of different boxes at the edge while providing unparalleled

support of zero-touch provisioning and fast deployment.

agility, security, and performance, it is increasingly popular

Moreover, because all pertinent functions are managed

with enterprises today. IDC, a leading market research

from a single centralized management console, ongoing

organization, predicts the SD-WAN market will experience

configuration and maintenance are a fraction of the cost of

an astounding compounded annual growth rate of 40.4

managing legacy WANs.

percent, rising from $833 million in 2017 to $4.5 billion in
1

2022 .

With so many benefits, what’s not to love about SD-WAN?
Nevertheless, choosing the right SD-WAN solution involves

One of the underlying reasons for this growth is SD-WAN’s

more than just these table-stake features. One of the most

ability to use multiple connections effectively. Specifically,

critical capabilities of any SD-WAN solution, because it now

SD-WAN’s multilink capabilities allow you to use cheaper

governs your enterprise defenses at the edge, is its security

broadband internet links to augment your existing MPLS

feature set.

networks, easily doubling and tripling bandwidth at a
fraction of the cost of upgrading MPLS links. SD-WAN can
also provide MPLS-like reliability without the cost of MPLS
by sending traffic over multiple direct internet connections,
one of which can be a 4G/LTE-based wireless connection.
This multilink capability allows for high reliability, even
in the face of natural disasters which take down wireline
networks.
1

https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS44203118
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Hillstone’s SD-WAN Offering
Hillstone’s edge solution provides the most comprehensive

are running, and act to dispatch traffic with the right level

security for SD-WAN deployment. In addition to a robust

of security. Hillstone’s SD-WAN solutions also provide

security platform that provides the visibility to see what’s

centralized management, zero-touch deployment, and

going on at the edge, our SD-WAN solution also provides the

superior QoS with active link monitoring.

intelligence to understand which of the 3,000+ applications
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Features and Benefits
Intelligent Multilink Management and
Optimization

Seamless and Comprehensive Encryption

Hillstone’s SD-WAN supports multiple links, including

with one-click automated site-to-site VPNs. Enabling full-

private links, direct internet, and 3G/4G/LTE wireless

mesh encryption across remote sites, whether branch

connections. Our solution actively monitors the latency,

offices, or corporate HQ, or even virtual private clouds within

jitter, and packet drops in real-time across each link.

large public clouds, Hillstone’s SD-WAN solution provides

Utilizing fine-grained link information, our SD-WAN platform

comprehensive protected communication to give CISOs

employs an intelligent algorithm to select the best path for

peace-of-mind that all communication is encrypted. Our

traffic. Unlike rudimentary SD-WAN solutions that provide

SD-WAN even accommodates mobile users by bringing

basic multilink support, Hillstone leverages accurate

them into the fold, ensuring secure communication across

application categorization to provide sophisticated controls.

all endpoints.

Our solution affords the flexibility to define selection rules
based on both application type and link quality. This unique
capability enables enterprises to provide remote team
members with superior quality of service on key enterprise
applications and can be used to improve VoIP as well as
latency- and loss-sensitive applications across different
use cases. For instance, high-priority VoIP and videoconferencing traffic could run over private MPLS links, while
bulk file transfers could be run over appropriately secured
internet broadband connections.

Hillstone’s SD-WAN solutions provide end-to-end encryption

Centralized Management with Zero-Touch
Provisioning at the Edge
Hillstone recognizes that a solution that is hard to deploy
and a burden to maintain will not sit well with CISOs and
their NetOps/SecOps teams. Hillstone Security Manager
offers centralized policy management and global visibility,
allowing one-click set-up and deployment from a central
console. Our advanced security template can be deployed
simultaneously across multiple remote devices with pushbutton simplicity. This central control is coupled with an

Likewise, this same technology can be leveraged to provide

effortless zero-touch deployment that allows units to be

for local cloud-breakout, directing latency-sensitive or

brought up in remote locations where experienced IT staff

high-bandwidth business-critical SaaS applications directly

might not always be available.

through an internet link. This reduces the bandwidth load
on links back to corporate HQ while improving overall
application performance for remote employees.
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Award-Winning Enterprise-Grade Security
Foundation
Hillstone’s SD-WAN features are quite substantial, but

and virtual next-gen firewalls, intrusion prevention, breach

our true differentiation is that we are first and foremost

detection, antivirus, sandboxes, URL, and content-filtering

a leading security platform. Built from the ground up to

and have been battle-tested in many vertical industries

be one of the most comprehensive security platforms

worldwide.

in the industry, Hillstone’s expertise in security shines in
our SD-WAN solution. With an integrated next-generation
firewall and unique breach and malware detection
capabilities, Hillstone’s security components are already
used by over 18,000 enterprises worldwide and recognized
by leading analysts like Gartner across multiple solutions
classes. Our extensive security solutions include physical

The advantage of using Hillstone’s solution is that the conga
line of security, routing, and WAN optimization appliances
in the branch are converged into a single platform, and our
SD-WAN customers can rest assured knowing that at the
heart of our SD-WAN foundation is a trusted and proven
secure core.

Popular SD-WAN Use Cases and Scenarios
With our superior security foundation, Hillstone’s SD-WAN solution can serve many use cases and industries effectively.
While not limited to the use cases that we’ll discuss here, we believe highlighting our unique benefits in these markets will
translate into ideas on how we can help you regardless of your industry.

For Retailers
Retail stores have unique needs surrounding compliance

hoc location provisioning

and scalability. Retail store locations need to address

needed by these retail

Payment Card Initiative (PCI) compliance to protect

businesses.

customers’ credit card information. Compliance requires
both encryption of traffic and network segmentation to
ensure that only the right systems and people have access
to credit-card-information-carrying networks. Other security
capabilities we provide include malware and breach
detection, which are not only desirable but necessary given
the recent high-profile breaches at large retail chains.

In addition, advanced
SD-WAN capabilities like
application prioritization
can help ensure that revenue capture and key customerexperience applications run with an appropriate quality
of experience. For example, we can accord payment card
transactions the highest priority across the WAN. Our

Retail stores vary from large warehouse locations for home

intelligent prioritization can also be used to ensure that

improvement stores to pop-up retail establishments within

real-time purchase data or customer in-store interactions

unconventional locations. These pop-ups, which are often

are quickly sent upstream to enable real-time omni-channel

seasonal, require fast and secure SD-WAN deployment.

tracking and other adaptive retail solutions.

Hillstone’s SD-WAN, through flexible use of direct internet
access and 3G/4G backhaul options, can provide rapid ad
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For Healthcare
For healthcare

For example, large file transfers for radiology and electronic

organizations, SD-WAN

health records (EHR) require significant bandwidth, but

can provide value across

MPLS links might be cost-prohibitive. Hillstone’s secure,

clinical and research

encrypted SD-WAN over cost-effective internet broadband

operations. There is a

can provide the necessary performance while remaining

trend towards healthcare

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPAA)

systems becoming more distributed to improve access for

compliant. In addition, our security capabilities can extend

patients. With the decentralization of healthcare facilities,

into the clinical network, securing IoT devices, such as

Hillstone’s SD-WAN platform can connect disparate

smart monitors, smart carts, and other medical devices,

locations with the appropriate level of bandwidth and

thus protecting those devices from malicious attacks and

performance while ensuring privacy and security.

preventing and detecting the breach of sensitive patient
information.

For Service Providers
Service providers looking to provide value-added services

provides an easy-to-

are turning to SD-WAN, and Hillstone’s platform offers

manage solution for

compelling benefits. Communications and managed

a managed service.

service providers today face a market where small and

More importantly, our

medium businesses need SD-WAN solutions, but don’t

single platform solution

necessarily have the expertise to evaluate or deploy such

provides advanced

solutions. These small to medium businesses have little to

security along with all the requisite SD-WAN features and

no IT expertise but need reliable and secure connectivity for

is a cost-effective converged option for these small to

their digital assets, and customer connectedness is a prime

medium businesses. Moreover, Hillstone’s advanced multi-

target for service providers.

link management plus application-aware prioritization can

Hillstone’s platform forms the foundation of a managed
SD-WAN service, and our centralized management

improve the quality of experience and performance of SaaS
services commonly used by smaller businesses, improving
employee productivity.

For Government Agencies
SD-WAN can be a

using 3G/4G/LTE connections can provide for fast and

cost-effective option for

secure access. Hillstone’s platform can be an advantage

government agencies

in these situations, making remote locations resilient to

with multiple remote

attacks, even if qualified IT staff are not on-site.

locations. State and local
governments often rely
on private MPLS networks to provide secure and reliable
access. However, with an SD-WAN solution like Hillstone’s,
cost-effective broadband connections can be a secure,
reliable alternative to private links. Similarly, for developing
countries where remote offices need to be stood up quickly
in hard-to-reach areas, SD-WAN’s connection flexibility in
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Finally, for state or federal agencies that are involved in
disaster management, the same connection flexibility
that uses 3G/4G/LTE connections can enable a secure
SD-WAN mesh to be brought up during natural or humanmade disasters. This SD-WAN mesh provides a reliable,
secure emergency network that can enable appropriate
QoS controls to ensure critical calls and data transfers get
through to cloud-based disaster management applications.
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Why Hillstone?
Hillstone Networks was founded by security industry veterans. With our security heritage and innovative solutions, our rich
portfolio of SD-WAN-ready solutions include an NGFW platform for remote branch locations, enterprise NGFW, and Data
Center Firewall for Headquarter protection. Our CloudEdge virtual NGFW works well in virtual private clouds (VPC) and our
Hillstone Security Management Platform (HSM) ties this all together into a complete SD-WAN platform.
Hillstone Networks's SD-WAN solutions provide visibility, intelligence and protection to ensure enterprises can
comprehensively see, thoroughly understand and rapidly act against cyber-threats. Recognized by leading analysts and
trusted by over 18,000 global enterprises, Hillstone's solution suite effectively covers the enterprise from edge to cloud while
improving total-cost-of-ownership. With its mantra of "security that works," Hillstone's innovative products provide value outof-the-box. And in today's post-breach world, Hillstone has built a reputation for holistic solutions that help CISOs manage
risk and provide assurance that their enterprises are well-protected.

Visit www.hillstonenet.com to learn more
© 2019 Hillstone Networks All Rights Reserved.
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